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NEW QUESTION: 1
What happens when you
A. It is added to the
B. It is available to
the My Goals page.
C. It is available to
My Goals page.
D. It is added to the
Answer: C

publish a goal?
goal library for users to select.
workers in the Organization Goals area of
workers in the Shared Goals area of the
competency library.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company has an on-premises Bitbucket Server that is used
for Git-based source control. The server is protected by a
firewall that blocks inbound Internet traffic.
You plan to use Azure DevOps to manage the build and release
processes
Which two components are required to integrate Azure DevOps and
Bitbucket?
Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one port.
A. a deployment M group
B. a Microsoft hosted agent
C. a self- hosted agent
D. service hooks
E. an External Git service connection
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
When a pipeline uses a remote, 3rd-party repository host such
as Bitbucket Cloud, the repository is configured with webhooks
that notify Azure Pipelines Server or TFS when code has changed
and a build should be triggered. Since on-premises
installations are normally protected behind a firewall,
3rd-party webhooks are unable to reach the on-premises server.
As a workaround, you can use the External Git repository type
which uses polling instead of webhooks to trigger a build when
code has changed.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/repos/p
ipeline-options-for
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the main function of ACP?
A. It enables the automatic shelf ID assignment.
B. It allows cabling the shelf to two additional controllers.
C. It allows the controller to use Ethernet instead of SAS to
fetch the storage data.

D. It allows the controller to nondisruptively reset the SAS
expanders.
Answer: A
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